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Talent Trees (Ynk)



T



alent trees allow characters to build upon their

skill, weapon, and armor proficiencies and

train in exotic martial and magical techniques.

They represent the natural progression of

talent in areas that are beyond what a class

provides.



How do they work?



You gain access to certain talent trees at character creation

based on the proficiencies from your race, background, and

class. You can progress in your talent trees or unlock new

trees by spending talent points.

In general, the benefits you get from advancing on a talent

tree are comparable to those you would get from taking a

feat, but grant abilities and features at a more flexible pace.

They do this at the cost of flexibiltiy in choice. Some

options for feats may now have a proficiency requirement or

other requirements to unlock.

Kinds of Trees

Tree Type



Description



Skill



Complement the use of skill checks.



Weapon



Expand options for using weapons.



Specialty



Allow unorthodox mundane, martial, or

magical techniques which are not

associated with a skill.



Miscellaneous



Singular abilities and feats that do not

fit into other trees.



Talent Tree Format



Each skill tree has the same structure, starting with a base

option followed by three distict paths of two related options

that move towards a capstone. Armor options have individual

capstones for each branch.

Weapon trees have two-three optional branches, while

weapon mastery trees have just one.



Sample Talent Tree

Capstone Ability

Path 1, Step 2 Path 2, Step 2



Path 3, Step 2



Path 1, Step 1 Path 2, Step 1



Path 3, Step 1



Base Ability



1
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Kinds of Talent Trees



There are three different kinds of trees, skill trees, weapon

trees, and specialty trees. Each represents a set of character

options that a player can unlock to augment their abilities.

Unlocking Talent Trees



You unlock the base ability of every tree by meeting the

requirements outlined on the second page of this document.

Normally, each tree is unlocked when a proficiency in a skill,

weapon or armor is gained, or requirements for the specialty

is gained.

Gaining Talent Points



1) Whenever you gain an Ability Score Improvement,

you may forego one or both increases to your ability

scores to gain that many talent points.

Example: At Level 4 the Fighter gets an Ability Score

Improvement. They can increase their STR by 2, increase

both their STR and CON by 1, increase their STR 1 by and

get 1 Talent Point, or forego both increases and get 2 Talent

Points.

2) At 1st-level you gain 2 talent points.

However, these points MUST be spent in Skill-type trees.

3) Whenever your proficiency bonus increases, you

gain 1 talent point (this occurs at levels 5, 9, 13, and 17).

4) Any effect that would give you a feat (such as the

Variant Human) instead gives you 2 Talent Points.

Spending Talent Points



You may spend talent points whenever you level up. Choose

one of the following options for each talent point you spend.

Unlock. You can spend a talent point to unlock a tree.

When you do so, you also unlock the base option of the tree.

If you unlock a skill tree, you gain proficiency in the

associated skill. Weapon and Armor trees have proficiency as

their base ability, and you automatically gain it as soon as you

get proficiency with the related item. Some specialty trees

require specific pre-requisites to unlock automatically, or

require you to spend 1 point to unlock them. Additionally,

some Miscellaneous trees require a single point to unlock.

Progress. You can spend a talent point to progress one

level on a tree that you have unlocked. You may only spend

points on options that follow a path from the base of the tree

towards the capstone, though you may spend points along

more than one path if you desire.



ALL ENTRIES CLICKABLE

Skill Trees



Weapon Trees

Weapon

Tree

Prof. Requirement



Skill Tree



Proficiency Requirement



Archery



Athletics



Strength (Athletics)



Acrobatics



Dexterity (Acrobatics)



Sleight of Hand



Dexterity (Sleight of Hand)



OneOne-handed Weapon

Handed

&amp; Dual

Wielding



Stealth



Dexterity (Stealth)



Arcana



Intelligence (Arcana)



History



Intelligence (History)



Investigation



Intelligence (Investigation)



Nature



Intelligence (Nature)



Religion



Wisdom (Religion)



Animal Handling



Wisdom (Animal Handling)



Insight



Wisdom (Insight)



Medicine



Wisdom (Medicine)



Perception



Wisdom (Perception)



Survival



Wisdom (Survival)



Deception



Charisma (Deception)



Intimidation



Charisma (Intimidation)



Performance



Charisma (Performance)



Persuasion



Charisma (Persuasion)



Armor Trees

Armor Tree



Prof. Requirement



Prof. Gained



Light Armor



–



Light Armor



Light Armor



Medium Armor&amp;Shields



Heavy Armor



Medium Armor



Heavy Armor



Shields



Medium Armor



Shields



Medium

Armor



TwoHanded



Ranged Weapon



Two-Handed/Versatile Weapon



Throwing Thrown Weapon

Axe



Handaxe, Battleaxe, Greataxe



Blade



Dagger, Shortsword, Rapier, Scimitar, Greatsword



Blunt



Club, Greatclub, Mace, Maul, Warhammer



Pole



Glaive/Halberd/Pike/Spear/Trident/Scythe/Qrtrstaff



Hooked War Pick/Sickle

Whip



Whip



Trident



Trident



Flail



Flail



Bow



Shortbow/Longbow



Crossbow One-Handed/Light/Heavy Crossbow

Net



Net



Blowgun Blowgun

Sling



Sling



Specialty Trees

Weapon Tree



Prof. Requirement



War Casting



2 cantrips that deal damage



Toughness



–



Miscellaneous



–
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Acrobatics

Acrobatics Skill Tree

Freerunning

Withdraw



Agility



Escape Artist



Tumble



Free Stride



Slippery



Handspring Expert



Acrobatics

Handspring Expert



When you are prone, standing up uses only 5 feet of your

movement.

Tumble



As an action or a bonus action, you can tumble through space

of a hostile creature to a location on the other side. You must

have enough movement to reach the other side to do so.

Withdraw



When you make an attack against a creature, you don’t

provoke opportunity attacks from that creature for the rest of

the turn, whether you hit or miss.

Free Stride



You may carefully pick a path through difficult terrain. When

you take the Dash action, difficult terrain doesn’t cost you

extra movement on that turn.

Agility



When you take the Dodge action, you can immediately move

5 feet in any direction without provoking opportunity attacks,

in addition to your normal movement.

Slippery



You have advantage on saving throws made to avoid or resist

traps and you have resistance to the damage dealt by traps.

Whenever you succeed on a Dexterity saving throw, you

can use your reaction to move up to half your movement

Escape Artist



If you aren't under effect that slows you down (prone, slow

etc), you can use all of your movement to automatically

escape from nonmagical restraints such as manacles or a

creature that has you grappled.
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Freerunning



When you take the Dash action, if you are wearing no armor

or only light armor, you can run on vertical surfaces, along the

edges of thin barriers, or hop from one outcropping to

another as if you were travelling along normal terrain. If you

stop moving while running across a wall, you begin to fall.



Combat Brute



Athletics

Athletics Skill Tree

Colossus

Strong Hands



Wrestler



Breaker



Climber



Choke-Hold



Combat Brute



Jumper



Athletics

Jumper



You can make a running long jump or a running high jump

after moving only 5 feet on foot, rather than 10 feet.

Climber



Your speed increases by 5 feet. You gain a climbing speed

equal to your walking speed on vertical surfaces.

Strong Hands



You can more easily climb on ceilings and other normally

difficult-to-climb surfaces as long as you can find small

cracks, adornments, or other hand-holds.

You don't have to make athletics checks to climb such

surfaces at half your movement speed.

Additionally, when attacking with a weapon that has the

versatile property in one hand, you may roll damage as if you

were holding it in both hands (though it still counts as onehanded weapon).



You can attempt to shove a creature who is 2 sizes larger

than you or smaller. When you successfully shove a creature,

the target takes bludgeoning damage equal to your Strength

modifier (minimum 0) and you may push them an additional

5 feet away from you.

You deal double damage to objects and structures, have

advantage on Strength (Athletics) checks to break or smash

nonmagical inanimate objects (such as doors or crates), and

can do so as a bonus action.

Additionally, yhe amount of weight that you can carry, pull,

drag, or lift is doubled.

Charger



When you use your action to Dash, you can use a bonus

action to make one melee weapon attack or shove a creature.

If you move at least 10 feet in a straight line immediately

before taking this bonus action, you either gain a +5 bonus to

the attack’s damage roll (if you chose to make a melee attack

and hit) or push the target up to 10 feet away from you (if you

chose to shove and you succeed).



Colossus



You gain the following benefits:

You can use an action to automatically break out of

nonmagical restraints.

You have advantage on checks for breaking free of magical

and non-magical restraints.

The amount of weight that you can pull, drag, or lift is

doubled.

You can grapple creatures as if you counted as one size

larger.



Choke-Hold



You can use your action to try to pin a creature grappled by

you. To do so, make another grapple check. If you succeed,

your speed becomes 0 and the creature you are grappling

becomes restrained until the grapple ends.

Wrsetler



As long as neither you nor a creature you are grappling are

prone, you have half-cover.

Additionally, when you are grappled, you can use your

action to reverse the grapple. Make a grapple check against

the creature. If you succeed, the creature that was grappling

you becomes grappled by you if it is no more than one size

larger than you and you are no longer considered grappled.

Also, all attacks you make at the creature you are grappling

are with Advantage.
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Mounted Combatant



While mounted, you have advantage on melee weapon attack

and melee spell attack rolls against any unmounted creature

that is smaller than your mount.

If a creature would target your mount with an attack or spell,

you may choose to have the attack or spell target you instead.



Animal Handling

Animal Handling Skill Tree

Animal Handler

Critter Friend



One with the Rider



Bolster Animal



Complex Training



Mounted Combat



Animal Savior



Train Animal



Animal Handling

Train Animal



Over the course of 2 hours, which can be done during a long

rest, you can attempt to train a willing beast. The beast has to

be of CR1/8 Choose a simple command (such as "jump,"

"bite," "charge," or "fetch") and make a DC 10 Wisdom

(Animal Handling) check. If you succeed, the beast learns to

follow the command. As an action (without you having to

perform an additional check), you may shout out the

command to the animal and it will use its reaction to attempt

to follow it, though it will not likely follow a command that

would lead it to be injured or killed.

Complex Training



When you attempt to train an animal, you may attempt to

train it to follow more complex commands. Choose a

complex command (such as "fetch a healing potion from my

bag," "watch for intruders," or "follow the scent on this rag")

and make a DC 15 Wisdom (Animal Handling) check. If you

succeed, the beast learns to follow the command as it would a

simple command.

Additionally, you can now Train animals of CR 1/2 or lower.

Critter Friend



If you spend at least 1 minute observing or interacting with a

beast, you may communicate simple ideas with the animal

and understand

its responses,

such as "Scary.

Agression.

Predators."
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One with the Rider



When you or an allied creature casts a spell targeting just you

while you are mounted, you can choose to have the spell also

affect your mount. However, that spell has to be of a Spell

Level 2 or lower.

If your mount is subjected to an effect that allows it to make a

Dexterity saving throw to take only half damage, it instead

takes no damage if it succeeds on the saving throw, and only

half damage if it fails.

Animal Savior



When you make a Wisdom (Medicine) check to stabilize a

beast that has been reduced to 0 hp, you can calm and soothe

the animal under your care, adding both your bonuses to

Animal Handling and Medicine to the check. If you succeed

on the check, the beast then regains 1 hit point.

Also, wild animals don't grow agressive if you approach them

with the intent to help (free, heal etc).

Bolster Animal



Animals grow strong after time under your tender care.

Whenever you spend an hour or more training with a friendly

beast (which can be done during a short rest), you can have it

gain an amount of temporary HP equal to 5 times your

Wisdom modifier (minimum 5). Once you use this feature on

a creature, you cannot do so again until you finish a long rest.



Animal Handler



You can give a trained animal commands as a bonus action.

Also, you can select one animal to be your partner. A Partner

animal follows you to the best of its abilities, and additionally

gains additional hit dice equal to half your level.

Note: Ranger's Beast Animal Companions do not benefit

from this feature.



Apprentice



Choose a class: bard, cleric, druid, sorcerer, warlock, or

wizard. You learn two cantrips of your choice from that class’s

spell list. Your spellcasting ability for these cantrips is the

same as that of the chosen class.



Arcana

Arcana Skill Tree

Detection



Magic Initiate



Arcana



Choose one 1st-level from the same list you chose for your

cantrips. You learn that spell and can cast it at its lowest level

without expending a spell slot. Additionally, when you reach

5th level, you also learn a 2nd-level spell from this list and can

cast it at its lowest level without expending a spell slot. Once

you cast a spell with this feature, you cannot do so again until

you finish a long rest.



Magical Intuition



Linguist



Whenever you see a creature cast a spell, you can learn

certain information about its capabilities compared to your

own. You can tell if the creature's spellcasting abilities are

superior, inferior, or equal in power to your own. Additionally,

you may spend 1 minute examining a spell scroll to

determine the level of the spell it contains, regardless of if

you could cast the spell from the scroll.



You learn to read and write 3 languages of your choice, and if

you spend 1 minute or more examining a mundane or

magical script, you can determine the language in which it is

written.

Additionally, you learn to create written ciphers. Others

can’t decipher this code unless you teach them, they succeed

on an Intelligence check (DC equal to your Intelligence score

+ your proficiency bonus), or they use magic to decipher it.



Ritual Caster



Runemaster



Ritual Crafter



Magic Initiate



Runemaster



Ritual Caster



Apprentice



Linguist



Magical Intuition



Choose a class: bard, cleric, druid, ranger, sorcerer, warlock,

or wizard. You acquire a ritual book containing two 1st-level

ritual spells of your choice from the chosen class and you

learn to cast these spells as rituals. You must be holding the

book to do so. Your spellcasting ability for these spells is the

same as that of the chosen class.

If you come across a ritual spell in written form, such as a

magical spell scroll or a wizard’s spellbook, you might be able

to add it to your ritual book if it is on the spell list of your

chosen class and the spell’s level is no higher than one third

your level (rounded up). The process of copying the spell into

your ritual book takes 2 hours and 50 gp per level of the spell.

You may take this option multiple times, but must choose a

new class each time.

Ritual Crafter



With an expenditure of 2 hours and 50 gp per spell level, you

may carefully craft a ritual to reproduce the effect of a nonritual spell of your choice from a class you chose with Ritual

Caster and add it to your ritual book (you do not have to be

able to cast the spell normally). This spell must be 2nd level

or lower and require concentration. You

may cast the spell as a ritual as long as it is

in your ritual book. You may craft up to

three rituals this way.



When you attempt to create a spell scroll or cast a spell from

one, you have advantage on the Arcana check to craft or

decipher the scroll. Additionally, when a creature you can

hear begins to cast a spell from a spell scroll, if you know the

language in which the scroll is written, you learn the level of

the spell which is being cast and its schools of magic.



Detection



You may spend 1 minute opening your senses to the magic

around you. When this minute ends, you can use your action

to cast the #detect magic# spell without expending a spell

slot. When you do so, your vision can penetrate twice the

thickness of material as normal and if you spend the full 10minute duration of the spell examining the aura of a magical

item, you also learn its properties as if you had cast an

#identify# spell on it.
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Ravel the Web



When you lie or mislead a creature but fail your Deception

check, if that check was not made at disadvantage, you can

attempt to do so again at disadvantage and must take the new

result.



Deception

Deception Skill Tree

Heart of Treachery

Ventriloquist

Parrot



Apparent Competence



Liar's Liar

Liar's Liar



Fake it 'til you Make it Ravel the Web

Straight Face



You can add your Deception bonus to your Insight checks and

you have advantage checks to determine if someone is lying

or attempting to pass themselves off as a different person.



Heart of Treachery



Deception

Straight Face



You have a Passive Deception score of 10 + your bonus to

Deception. Creatures with Passive Wisdom (Insight) scores

below this value have greater difficulty determining if you are

attempting to trick them and cannot have advantage on

Wisdom (Insight) checks against you.

Parrot



You have mastered the art of vocal mimicry. If you spend 1

minute listening and mentally practicing, you can unerringly

reproduce the exact words and voice of a person you have

listened to or vocalizations of an animal that you have heard.

If you attempt to deviate from the creature's exact wording

or alter the sound in any way, a successful Wisdom (Insight)

check contested by your Charisma (Deception) check allows

a listener to determine that the effect is faked.

Ventriloquist



Any time you can speak, you may cause your voice to emit

from a point up to 30 feet away. If a creature is within 30 feet

of you, you can give the impression that sounds you make

originate from that creature.

Your ventriloquism extends beyond just words, but any

sounds you can make, including imitations of animals or the

vocal components of spells.

Fake it 'til you Make it



When attempting to make an ability check for a task in which

you lack proficiency while others are watching, you can make

a DC 15 Deception check to appear as if you are proficient. If

you succeed, you can add half your proficiency bonus to the

roll.

Apparent Competence



When attempting to don armor or wield weapons with which

you are not proficient, while others are watching, you can

make a DC 20 Deception check to appear as if you are

proficient. If you succeed, you ignore the disadvantage

imposed by using armor with which you are not proficient

and add half your proficiency to attacks with weapons with

which you are not proficient.
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You are immune to Charm and any spells that would

determine if you are telling the truth or compel you to do so.

These spells do not alert the caster when they fail on you.



Traveled



History

History Skill Tree

Learning from History

Historical

Accuracy



Traveled



Student of Arms



Repository of

Lore



Detect Status



Objects of Legend



Cultured



History

Cultured



You learn two languages of your choice.

Repository of Lore



Through your vast and detailed study of lore and rote

memorization of primary sources, you have become a living

historical archive.

As an action, you can consult your accumulated knowledge

on a topic. To do so is like consulting a bestiary, travel guide,

or library inside your own mind.

The DM will give you the text of the relevant entry, though

it may not always be immediately or obviously applicable to

your situation.

Examples may include: learning of a biology book

mentioning the poisonous fans of a creature you're fighting.

Or the memory that the ancient men of Ardven Hall used to

build their houses deep underground.

You cannot do so again until you finish a short or long rest.



When you hear a humanoid speak, you can tell what language

it is speaking. If you know the language, you can tell what

dialect it uses and ascertain roughly where the creature is

from.

You have advantage on all checks made to ascertain other

cultural, demographic, economic, or geographic information

about local people, landmarks, and customs if you can speak

the language of the inhabitants.

Objects of Legend



When you notice a magical item as part of a Wisdom

(Perception) or Intelligence (Investigation) check, you

recognize the item's rarity and if it is of legendary rarity, its

name or the name of its previous owner. You must take

appropriate action and make appropriate checks to gain any

further information.

Student of Arms



Your study of historical weapons and their tactics gives an

upper hand in battle. When a creature attacks you with a

weapon with which you are proficient, you can impose

disadvantage on the attack roll. You can do this a number of

times equal to your Intelligence modifier, and regain any

spent uses upon finishing a long rest.



Learning from History



When in a historically significant area, like a ruin, battlefield,

or stronghold, or when you prepare to enter one, you can

spend 30 minutes regailing creatures around you with the

trials of the locale's past; revealing key strategems and

tactical points directly relevant to the area. For the next 48

hours, you and each creature that listens to the entirety of

this lesson, gains advantage on initiative checks while it

remains within the area.



Historical Accuracy



When investigating a historical document or other matter of

historical interest such as a map or work of art (for example,

examining a document to determine if it is a forgery), you can

add your bonus to Intelligence (History) checks to your

Intelligence (Investigation) checks.

Additionally, when you do so, at your DM's discretion, you

can use the Repository of Lore feat again.

Detect Status



When you see a coat of arms, livery, logo, insignia, or other

piece of identifying information for a noble lineage, guild,

country, corporation, or other organization, you have

advantage on checks to identify it.

You can add your bonus to Intelligence (History) to checks

to create believable disguises which include elements of

historical interest such as tokens of rank or insignia denoting

affiliation.
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